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Goodbye Kansas Studios opens studio in
Vancouver
Goodbye Kansas Studios has decided to open a pop-up studio in Vancouver,
Canada, one of the world’s most important hubs for production of VFX for
film and TV. The studio will open in October 2021 and will play an important
role in attracting talent and increasing presence where the company’s
customers operate. The studio will entirely be financed by VFX-projects and
initially only use a work-for-hire model which means that the studio will have
a positive impact on the company’s working capital from start.
With growing demand in the VFX market following the pandemic, the need for qualified VFX personnel
is greater than ever. Vancouver has since many years established itself as an important hub for VFX
studios, partly due to the beneficial taxation scheme and the proximity to customers. The pop-up studio
is a cost effective way to come closer to potential customers and partners and enables Goodbye Kansas
to build on its momentum.
“The pandemic has taught us to work effectively remotely and utilize cloud infrastructure. The new
studio will make use of all these advantages. Hence no investments are needed in facilities for recording
or traditional hardware, investments which have historically been necessary when establishing new
studios,” says Markus Manninen, Managing Director at Goodbye Kansas Studios.
The new studio will be led by Peter Muyzers, who is already based in Vancouver. Peter has extensive
experience from the VFX industry and has worked with Goodbye Kansas Studios since 2018 with mainly
customers in North America.
"Goodbye Kansas Studios in Vancouver will add capacity and a fully flexible cost base as we now face
increased demand for VFX productions. The studio will grow organically in line with the productions it
brings in and it requires a limited investment to create an increased international presence and to
deepen collaborations with both existing and new customers. So the studio will have a positive impact
on the company’s working capital from start," says Peter Levin, CEO of Goodbye Kansas Group.
For more information, please contact:
Peter Levin, CEO, Goodbye Kansas Group
e-mail: peter.levin@goodbyekansas.com Tel: +46 (0) 73 041 63 93
Markus Manninen, Managing Director, Goodbye Kansas Studios
e-mail: markus.manninen@goodbyekansas.com Tel: +46 (0)8 556 990 00
Goodbye Kansas Group
Goodbye Kansas Group AB (publ) is a leading supplier of technology driven visual content. The company
creates award-winning visual experiences for all media and offers products that combine cutting-edge
technology with world-class artistry. In order to realize growth opportunities the Group has created
three business areas: Visual Content & Brand, IP & Products and Games & Apps. Visual Content & Brand
offers visual content for film, TV and games. IP & Products develops IP for film and TV, offers VR-training
solutions and a SaaS platform that visualizes e-retailers’ products through AR. Games & Apps develops
location based mobile games and offers an app for 3D animation. Goodbye Kansas Group is listed on the
Nasdaq First North Growth Market and has studios and offices in Stockholm (HQ), London, Helsinki,
Vilnius, Belgrade, Los Angeles, Beijing and Manilla.
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The company has G&W Fondkommission as Certified Adviser, Kungsgatan 3, Stockholm, Stockholm,
email: ca@gwkapital.se, phone. +46 (0)8-503 000 50.
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